Engaging in Campus Life

Dear Lobo Family Member,

It is beautiful at UNM right now! The flowers are blooming across campus, our tall trees are shading the grass around the central duck pond and we celebrated another class of graduates. We are also welcoming new Lobos to our first UNM New Student Orientation.

We will be welcoming your Lobo to a campus with facilities like a state-of-the-art Physics and Astronomy Interdisciplinary Sciences building (PAiS), where our annual Physics Day showcase of student work just took place, a brand new ROTC Education Complex, and an Adobe Creative Commons housed in Zimmerman Library where students can use high quality digital platforms. By the time your new Lobo graduates, an exciting new arts complex will have risen along the Central Avenue corridor of campus. This year's graduates included recipients of prestigious national awards like the Churchill Scholarship and the Fulbright Award who have taken full advantage of research and learning experiences in our campus facilities. We want to provide your Lobo with the same opportunities that allowed these graduates to achieve these distinctions.

The UNM News Minute will keep you updated about achievements and opportunities at UNM.

If you haven't already joined UNM Parents and Families, you can do so here. UNM Parents and Families

Best wishes,

Dr. Pamela Cheek
Associate Provost for Student Success